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Abstract

This paper aims to understand how and why knowledge boundaries occur, change,

and evolve throughout the life-cycle of interdisciplinary research projects, how they

are experienced by different actors, and what strategies they deploy to overcome

these boundaries. The study took a case study approach focusing on an interdisciplin-

ary research project for the development of computerised tomography and digital

X-ray scanners in a governmental research organisation in Thailand. A multi-method

qualitative approach, involving semi-structured interviews, participative observation,

and artefact and document analysis, was adopted. Data was analysed through the-

matic analysis. The findings suggest that knowledge management is more complex

and difficult than portrayed in previous studies because of the following: (1) knowl-

edge boundaries evolve and exhibit different emphases at distinct stages of the pro-

ject; (2) boundaries do not stem only from differences in knowledge across different

organisational actors, but, equally importantly, due to the lack of awareness that

these differences exist; (3) different organisational actors experience diverse types of

knowledge boundary types when faced within the same situation; and (4) context, in

terms of external pressures driving the project and influencing its direction, plays an

important role in boundary construction and boundary-spanning mechanisms. This

paper presents a novel framework for conceptualising how and why knowledge

boundaries evolve throughout an interdisciplinary research project, how these

changes are experienced by different participating actors, and what boundary-

spanning mechanisms for bridging them are developed by them. It demonstrates that

these changes are often shaped by external drivers that shape the development of

the project.

1 | INTRODUCTION

Most societies are faced with complex, dynamic, and interconnected

challenges which cannot be solved by a single actor, organisation, or

discipline (Bronstein, 2003). The integration of perspectives from dif-

ferent disciplines is required to develop a fuller understanding of

these challenges and to develop more comprehensive solutions to

cope with them (Bronstein, 2003; Cummings & Kiesler, 2005). Conse-

quently, research policies and funding structures have been developed

to support interdisciplinary collaboration both inside and outside aca-

demia (Noorden, 2015). However, cross-community collaboration is

difficult because disciplines have fundamentally different knowledge

bases and perceptions, which create discontinuities and boundaries in

collaboration (Carlile, 2004; Hislop, 2013; Kotlarsky et al., 2015;
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Lindberg et al., 2017; Rosenlund et al., 2017; Smith, 2016;

Wenger, 2000).

Carlile (2002, 2004) developed an influential three-tier model for

managing knowledge across boundaries. According to Carlile's model,

variations in degrees of difference, dependency, and novelty in knowl-

edge between diverse knowledge communities create three progres-

sively more complex knowledge boundaries: syntactic, semantic, and

pragmatic boundaries. Empirical studies have shown that Carlile's

model provides useful insights into how knowledge is managed across

boundaries and why this is difficult (e.g. Edenius et al., 2010; Kotlarsky

et al., 2015; Maaninen-Olsson et al., 2008; Smith, 2016). However,

recent work suggests that there is more to discover about the dynamics

of knowledge boundaries, particularly in diverse contexts marked by

fluidity and change (Edmondson & Harvey, 2018; Kellogg et al., 2006;

Le Dain & Merminod, 2014; Lifshitz-Assaf, 2018; Lindberg et al., 2017;

Smith, 2016). These studies found that knowledge boundaries are more

dynamic and fluid than originally conceptualised, exhibiting blurred

lines between them, and often co-occurring. This raises the need to

understand how and why knowledge boundaries may change and

whether they may be experienced and managed differently by diverse

actors, suggesting the need to adopt a multi-actor perspective in the

study of boundaries.

In this context, this paper explores how knowledge boundaries

occur and may change in the context of an interdisciplinary research

project. It aims to understand the contextual aspects that give rise to

and inform the evolution of boundaries in dynamic situations, how

this is experienced differently by multiple actors and what strategies

they develop as a response.

2 | KNOWLEDGE BOUNDARIES AND

CROSS-BOUNDARY COLLABORATION

There is no universally accepted definition of a knowledge boundary.

Boundaries, in the context of this study, are understood as social

intersections and sociocultural differences between different actors

leading to a discontinuity in the interaction between them

(Akkerman & Bakker, 2011). Boundaries are conceptualised as arising

between individuals or groups (Wenger, 2000). Boundaries are fluid,

changeable, and invisible (Paraponaris & Sigal, 2015; Wenger, 2000).

Different disciplines exhibit differences in traditions and cultures of

thought, assumptions, values, interests, interpretations, conceptual

and methodological standards, and use of language (Akkerman &

Bakker, 2011; Becher, 1994; Cummings & Kiesler, 2005; Siedlok &

Hibbert, 2014; Wenger, 2000). Such differences create knowledge

boundaries (Bozeman et al., 2016; Carlile, 2002, 2004; Siedlok &

Hibbert, 2014).

Boundary spanning is the establishment of continuity and interac-

tion across different contexts and practices. Interdisciplinary boundary

spanning can be understood as the establishment of continuity and

interactions as well as combining and, in some cases, integrating con-

cepts, methods, and theories drawn from different disciplines

(Akkerman & Bakker, 2011; Bechky, 2003; Wenger, 2000).

In theorising knowledge boundaries and boundary spanning, Car-

lile's (2002, 2004) work has been seminal. It integrates three primary

perspectives in the organisational literature on knowledge manage-

ment and cross-boundary collaboration: information processing per-

spectives, cultural perspectives, and political perspectives (Kellogg

et al., 2006). It identifies three properties of knowledge at a boundary:

difference (in the type and amount of knowledge accumulated),

dependency (between two entities that must take each other into

account for meeting their common goals), and novelty (inability to

draw upon existing knowledge in assimilating or developing new

knowledge). Different levels of these knowledge properties create

three progressively more complex knowledge boundaries: namely syn-

tactic, semantic, and pragmatic boundaries, each requiring different

processes to overcome them: knowledge transfer, knowledge transla-

tion, and knowledge transformation.

At a syntactic boundary, knowledge is low in difference, depen-

dency, and novelty between members from different backgrounds.

Knowledge is perceived as an entity; it is explicit and capable of being

codified, captured, stored, retrieved, and transferred across different

contexts. The development of a common language or lexicon is suffi-

cient to transfer knowledge at a boundary. Thus, this boundary is pri-

marily concerned with knowledge transfer processes through

information processing capacity, taxonomies, and storage and retrieval

technologies. A semantic boundary occurs when members of different

communities interpret the same situations differently. Thus, a seman-

tic boundary is mainly concerned with knowledge translation pro-

cesses. It requires knowledge translation capability, cross-functional

interactions, co-location of working, boundary brokers, translators,

and boundary objects (Star & Griesemer, 1989; Wenger, 2000) to rec-

oncile discrepancies in interpretation and to develop shared under-

standings between different communities. A pragmatic boundary

occurs when the interests of different communities are different and

in conflict. To overcome a pragmatic boundary, individuals in one or

more communities must transform and adapt knowledge used by a

different community, and generate new knowledge to resolve the fric-

tion that arises at the boundary in order to work together. To do this,

negotiation and political drivers for knowledge transformation pro-

cesses are required.

Carlile's work was developed in the context of new product

development in private sector organisations. A number of scholars

have adopted Carlile's three-tier model to study knowledge manage-

ment across boundaries in particular contexts such as new product

development in research collaborations between academia, industry,

and government in the areas of environmental science and technology

(Rosenlund et al., 2017), energy and domestic appliance companies

(Le Dain & Merminod, 2014), the development of dynamic virtual

spaces or online communities (Farag et al., 2011), an emergency

response organisation (Yates & Paquette, 2011), a technology com-

pany (Maaninen-Olsson et al., 2008), healthcare research institutes

and healthcare services (Edenius et al., 2010; Kotlarsky et al., 2015;

Maaninen-Olsson et al., 2008), a multinational bank (Feng et al.,

2010), and engineering construction projects (Fellows & Liu, 2012).

The major findings of these studies were in line with Carlile in
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identifying three types of knowledge boundaries that can arise in

interactions between members from different knowledge communi-

ties. Other authors have labelled knowledge boundaries differently,

albeit referring to similar concepts to Carlile's boundary types (2002,

2004). The three types of boundary have been labelled display, repre-

sentation, and assembly practices by Kellogg et al. (2006); and infor-

mation process-oriented, cultural, and political boundaries by

Rosenlund et al. (2017). In this paper, Carlile's labels are replaced by

the more immediately understandable terms of information-proces-

sing, interpretative, and political boundaries.

Some scholars have proposed extensions and changes to Carlile's

model. Kellogg et al. (2006), for instance, argued that cross-boundary

collaboration is a temporary, ongoing, and dynamic phenomenon.

Attempts to develop common terminology, meanings, and under-

standings, as well as boundary-spanning mechanisms, are often too

difficult in fluid and rapidly changing contexts. Further, Le Dain and

Merminod (2014) studied knowledge sharing in product development

involving different client and supplier collaboration configurations.

They argued that the model needs to consider the relative intensity of

each boundary and related knowledge processes within these differ-

ent configurations. Similarly, Smith (2016) and Lindberg et al. (2017)

argued that the processes of boundary work are dynamic, whereby

different types of knowledge boundaries co-exist at the same time,

and within the same context. Smith (2016) suggested that Carlile's

model implies a hierarchy among knowledge boundaries moving from

a low level of complexity to high levels of novelty, in a linear fashion

and that only one type of knowledge boundary is experienced at one

time. She offers a more granular and detailed typology of boundaries

and proposes that multiple knowledge boundaries may co-exist in a

project, either continually or simultaneously, and that boundaries are

relational.

Previous studies in knowledge boundaries and in knowledge

transfer across boundaries have often focused on particular contexts,

especially new product development in private sector contexts

(e.g., Bechky, 2003; Carlile, 2004; Edenius et al., 2010; Le Dain & Mer-

minod, 2014; Zhang & Pastel, 2015). There is a comparative lack of

studies on the nature of knowledge boundaries and of the challenges

of boundary in public sector interdisciplinary research. Concepts and

models that have been developed in private sector contexts may

require adaptation to understand the specific challenges of public sec-

tor interdisciplinary research. The focus of this paper is a public sector

R&D organisation. Public sector R&D organisations have some unique

characteristics leading to specific challenges relating to boundary

spanning as they face tensions arising from the different environ-

ments they bridge. Firstly, they have a commitment towards public

the good and the advancement of society (Bark et al., 2016; Hall

et al., 2006; Rosenlund et al., 2017). Public- and policy-driven research

is a typical focus for the organisations (Bark et al., 2016). Secondly, a

major source of funding for the organisations is government (Jin &

Sun, 2010). Therefore, the goals of such organisations must respond

to government and public policy requirements. However, more

recently public R&D organisations have been increasingly forced to

respond to external market forces to cope with decreased public

funds and to collaborate with the private sector. Consequently, they

have a quasi-market-oriented organisation (Coccia & Rolfo, 2009).

The above points mean that public sector R&D organisations

often exhibit a hybrid nature. That is, they operate at the inter-

section between science and society, and between private agencies

and government bureaucracies. In the science and society dimension,

they reflect tensions between academic and civil service cultures. In

the private and public dimensions, they need to have a close relation-

ship to their users in the private sector as well as having a need to

retain characteristics of public service organisations to maintain

access to public funds and tax regimes. They must balance norms and

values arising from the different cultures of the hybrid dimensions:

the academic, industrial, bureaucratic, and civil cultures (Coccia &

Rolfo, 2009). Furthermore, such organisations must operate with

openness, transparency, and accountability in all research activities

(Coccia & Rolfo, 2009; Hall et al., 2006; Rosenlund et al., 2017). These

tensions, arising from the hybrid nature of these organisations, create

specific challenges that inform the development of interdisciplinary

research projects, the nature and dynamics of knowledge boundaries

that arise as projects evolve, and the boundary spanning processes

that are deployed to bridge them.

The above studies suggest that there is a need to further under-

stand the dynamics of knowledge boundaries and of cross-boundary

collaboration in interdisciplinary research. If boundaries are fluid and

dynamic, it is important to understand how and why they evolve as

projects develop. The proposition that different types of configura-

tions in collaboration lead to differences in boundary intensity sug-

gests this could also manifest itself in different project stages. If

multiple boundaries co-exist and are at play simultaneously, they may

be experienced diversely by different actors, and therefore we need

to understand their different perspectives, as well as the different

strategies they deploy to resolve boundary issues. The added layer of

complexity involving the tensions arising from the hybrid nature of

public sector interdisciplinary research is a further area that lacks

exploration. This paper aims to offer a conceptualisation of these

complexities and processes taking into account the multiple perspec-

tives that different organisational actors hold over them.

3 | A CASE STUDY OF COMPLEX

KNOWLEDGE BOUNDARIES IN

INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH

3.1 | Methodology

This study adopted a case study strategy and an interpretive qualita-

tive research approach. The case was an interdisciplinary research

project: the development of computerised tomography (CT) and digi-

tal X-ray scanners (DR) in a governmental research organisation, the

National Science and Technology Development Agency (NSTDA),

under the Ministry of Science and Technology in Thailand. It was an

ongoing joint project between two groups from different disciplines,

with different functions, and from different organisations under
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NSTDA: the software group from the National Electronics and Com-

puter Technology Center (NECTEC) and the hardware group from the

National Metal and Materials Technology Center (MTEC).

Data were generated through a combination of semi-structured

face-to-face interviews and participant observation, as well as the col-

lection and analysis of documentation and other artefacts. Data col-

lection occurred in two phases, the first lasting 3 months, and the

second 4 months. This phasing of data collection periods provided dif-

ferent opportunities for the exploration of emergent constructs, as

the second phase of data collection and analysis aimed to explore grey

areas and new avenues of inquiry suggested by the first stage of data

collection and analysis.

Twenty-one interviews were conducted with fourteen partici-

pants over approximately 17 h. The participants were selected

through purposive sampling. The selection criteria were: that partici-

pants belonged to different disciplinary backgrounds, had to have

been involved in the project for three or more years and to be well

acquainted with the project's evolution and with the organisational

background, activities, and communication and decision-making flow.

Thus, they could provide rich and in-depth data about interdisciplinary

collaboration in the project to the researcher. In the interviews, partic-

ipants were encouraged to talk about: the differences and similarities

of project members; interactions with the other project members;

communication and decision-making flows in the project; types of

knowledge, which were shared among project members; knowledge

sharing and communication channels; and difficulties in undertaking

activities in cross-community working and how these were managed.

These themes helped to explore the interviewees' experiences and

perspectives about the nature of cross-community collaboration, the

construction of boundaries, the types of knowledge boundaries, and

processes and mechanisms to manage knowledge across them.

To complement interviews, participant observation was used as

another main data collection method. This offered opportunities for

immersion in the project to observe and capture actions, interactions,

activities, perspectives, feelings, and meanings that project members

attach to phenomena in cross-community collaboration within their

natural context. It helped to explore and explain what happened, who

or what was involved, when and where things happened, how they

occurred, and why things happened in collaboration with the research

project (Saunders et al., 2015; Thomas, 2011). Observations occurred

in three contexts: the laboratory; the project monthly meetings; and

the meetings relating to the implementation of ISO 13485 and risk

management. These contexts were selected because social interac-

tions of project members mainly occurred in these places. Thirty-one

hours of observations were recorded, complemented by field notes

and photographs. Photographs helped to capture the places and envi-

ronments of collaboration, actors involved, activities, and objects of

cross-community collaboration in order to provide an extension of

observation.

The collection and analysis of documentation and other artefacts

were chosen as a further source of data. Documents included project

proposals, project plans and schedules, project reports, documenta-

tion of scanner development procedures, and scanner prototypes. The

documentation and artefacts provided data to explain differences and

dependencies in knowledge and tasks as well as to explain communi-

cation, discussion, negotiation, and agreement between different

knowledge communities in the project. This data helped to explain the

construction of boundaries and the mechanisms to manage knowl-

edge across them.

Data collected through these complementary methods generated

an extensive and multifaceted corpus which allowed for the triangula-

tion of perspectives held by participants.

Data were analysed using thematic analysis (Clarke & Braun, 2017).

Thematic analysis was selected because it can be applied across differ-

ent theoretical frameworks (although might not suit all). It can be used

to examine experiences, meanings, and the reality of actors. Also, it can

be used to examine the ways in which events, realities, meanings, and

experiences are the effects of a range of discourses operating within

society. In this study, the data analysis procedure consisted of six stages:

(1) becoming familiar with the collected data; (2) generating initial codes;

(3) identifying themes; (4) reviewing themes; (5) defining and naming

themes; and (6) reporting (Clarke & Braun, 2017). The data analysis was

an iterative process and involved a constant moving back and forth as

needed, throughout the stages. This helped to shape the direction of

data collection as well as to improve the themes and the relationships

between them.

3.2 | Background to the case study

NSTDA consists of four different national research centres in differ-

ent branches of science: (1) genetic engineering and biotechnology;

(2) electronics and computer technology; (3) metal and materials; and

(4) nanotechnology. NSTDA has adopted a concept of interdisciplinary

and inter-organisational collaboration since 2006 to integrate its

resources and capabilities among its national research centres to meet

challenges in the knowledge-based economy and globalisation

(National Science and Technology Development Agency, 2012).

An interdisciplinary research project of NSTDA involving the

development of CT and DR scanners was selected as a case study for

this paper through purposive sampling. It was an ongoing joint project

between two groups from different disciplines, with different func-

tions, and from different organisations under NSTDA: the software

group from the National Electronics and Computer Technology Cen-

ter (NECTEC) and the hardware group from the National Metal and

Materials Technology Center (MTEC). Collaboration had been evolv-

ing since 2007 to develop CT and DR scanners for medical diagnosis

and operations. It aimed to reduce the costs of scanner imports which

are very considerable, to improve scanner development knowledge,

and to increase the country's competency in medical industries and

services. This project was considered as a successful interdisciplinary

research project because it proposed the first development of the

cone-beam CT scanner in Thailand, called DentiiScan. The dental CT

scanners of this project have been used in hospitals in Thailand and

have generated social impact on Thai health, well-being, and

social care.
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This project consisted of four sub-projects which were conducted

in parallel: the development of a dental CT scanner, a mobile CT scan-

ner, a mini CT scanner, and a DR scanner. The project team consisted

of: the project director, the project managers of the software and the

hardware groups, and the other members of the two groups. Most

project members had knowledge backgrounds in engineering. How-

ever, there were differences in their academic disciplines and in

expertise between the software and the hardware group members, as

well as among members of the same group. Most software group

members graduated in electrical engineering and computer science.

They had knowledge in fields such as signal processing, image proces-

sing, electronics, and computer systems, computer graphics, and visu-

alisation, including computer programs and databases. By contrast,

most hardware group members graduated in electrical engineering,

chemical engineering, mechanical engineering, biomedical engineering,

and mechatronics. This suggested that there was a range of academic

disciplinary boundaries involved in this case study.

This was a governmental research institute marked by a hierarchi-

cal structure and project members were grouped into different levels.

While previous research has proposed that bureaucratic organisations

are less able to respond to fluid boundaries (Kellogg et al., 2006), the

results from this study shed a different light on this. Some of the par-

ticipants welcomed forms of control to manage responsibilities, and

resources among them, associated with hierarchy:

“Doing a big project like this requires actors with a

higher level in a position of a deputy director because

they have authority to order project members to do

this or to do that as well as to manage human

resources.”

Hierarchical organisational structures, as perceived by some partici-

pants, in this case, were presented as helping to allocate and manage

authority and responsibilities among project members and to clarify

differences and dependencies in knowledge, authority, and responsi-

bilities among project members. The hierarchical organisational struc-

tures were perceived to create clearer lines of communication and to

give project members spokes person participants knew who to report

to and where to get knowledge and directives from, based on their

authority and responsibilities.

“For the software group, if there are problems about

plans, the project manager will make decisions. If there

are problems about programming, the front-line mem-

bers will make decisions. However, we [the project

manager and members of the software group] will talk

to each other again to discuss solutions.”

The organisational context of the research project, particularly its hierar-

chical organisational structure, influenced significantly the knowledge-

sharing practices exhibited by its participants and how boundaries were

bridged throughout the project.

3.3 | Complexity and evolution of knowledge

boundaries throughout the project life-cycle

The development of the scanners in this case could be categorised

into three major stages: (1) the planning and design stage covering

project concept design, hardware and software design, and hardware

procurement; (2) the development and manufacturing stage covering

hardware and software development; and (3) the testing and imple-

mentation stage covering quality and safety testing, hardware and

software improvement, scanner installation in customers' sites, user

training, scanner implementation with patients, scanner improvement

and maintenance. Although three types of knowledge boundaries

manifested themselves throughout the project, they did so in different

ways at the three stages project and with different intensities, as will

be discussed in the following sections.

3.3.1 | Planning and design

At the initial planning and design stage, political boundaries played a

stronger influence, as the project was driven by a political decision to

develop scanners in-house, in order to save national hospitals and

medical centres import costs, and to expand opportunities for patients

for diagnosis and treatment. The output and outcome of the project

were therefore seen of potentially high social and economic impacts

on NSTDA and Thailand. The project was initiated by the project

director, a very influential actor in the organisation, who invited the

hardware and software project managers to conduct the project. Each

of these project managers pooled members of their research teams to

join in the project. This required a shift of effort and of research focus

which affected the interests of different participants.

“At the beginning, I was actually uninterested in and I

seldom agreed with this project because I thought that

computerised tomography would be too far for

Thailand […]. However, when the research unit decided

to do it, I had to help the unit to make it successful.”

Different actors experienced the situation differently depending on

the type of knowledge and on the level of expertise that they had

about the phenomenon, how they were affected by it, and how much

change they felt it involved for them. This was manifested by

experiencing the situation through different knowledge boundaries.

For instance, a participant from the hardware group, who had a back-

ground in chemical and material engineering, engineering design,

material selection, and design methodology, perceived that he had to

change his research interests and agenda to participate in this project

because his research unit decided to commit to it. This implied the

development of new knowledge bases and competencies. For him,

project participation involved overcoming both interpretative and

political boundaries. Conversely, another participant from the same

group, who had knowledge in mechatronics and electricity, perceived
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that participation in this research involved just an extension of his

existing knowledge base.

“I did not change anything. The development of CT

and DR scanners involves electricity and I have knowl-

edge and experience about electricity already. I just

improve my knowledge and techniques about radiation

[…]. Doing this project makes me feel like…I gain more

knowledge. I just improve my knowledge rather than

change my knowledge and my way [of thinking].”

Interpretative and information-processing boundaries occurred at this

stage as well. Project members codified some of their knowledge

about topics such as scanner development and shared it with other

project members through information technologies such as e-mail,

instant messaging, Dropbox, and Google Docs. Other project mem-

bers were able to retrieve and use the shared knowledge indepen-

dently because differences and dependencies in the knowledge

between members from different groups were known. Also, they

shared sufficient common knowledge and language to be able to

transfer knowledge in these areas.

“We [the hardware and software groups] have the same knowl-

edge backgrounds in engineering, so we are likely able to talk and

understand each other.”

This gave rise to an initial perception that disciplinary differences

were not significant. However, as the project evolved, some barriers

to knowledge transfer between different groups were soon found,

giving rise to information-processing boundaries.

“At the beginning, I did not understand what a collima-

tor was until the software group explained that it was

a device to narrow a beam of waves.”

To resolve this problem, two project members were asked to act as

lexicon mediators. These two project members had more extensive

knowledge and experience of the X-ray detector system and CT scan-

ner, both of hardware and software aspects, than the other project

members. Also, they were more widely known and more approachable

to the other project members. They were often able to explain the

technical terminology adopted by one group in the language of the

other group to make sure that the different groups could understand

each other.

Differences in interpretation over concepts, requirements, and

techniques for scanner development occurred at this stage. The hard-

ware and software groups needed to discuss unclear points about the

concepts of scanner development to develop common interpretations

and understandings. For instance, a participant from the hardware

group commented:

“How do the operations of a scanner work? What are

the components of a scanner? We discuss about that

in meetings. We bring everything about that into meet-

ings to fine-tune with each other.”

In effect, the hardware and the software group members tended to

perceive the same situations differently through their own concep-

tual frames. Yet they seemed to lack full awareness of these differ-

ences and of dependencies. Importantly, an initial absence of

awareness of these disciplinary differences of perspective over the

research object and problem was itself formative of knowledge

boundaries.

3.3.2 | Development and manufacturing

In the second stage, scanner development and manufacturing,

information-processing, and interpretative boundaries were predomi-

nant. The two groups exhibited differences in perspective and some-

times viewed the same issues and situations with different lenses.

This led to the emergence of interpretative boundaries, driven by the

differing concepts, theories, and techniques adopted by the software

and hardware groups.

“The precision of the X-ray detector system setting

normally was about 0.3 mm […]. However, the soft-

ware group thought that it must be 0 mm. The hard-

ware group argued with the software group that there

were standard errors in hardware and the X-ray detec-

tor system. So, it was impossible and inessential to set

the precision of the system at 0 mm. Sometimes we

[the hardware group members] have to clarify the

operation of hardware to the software group.”

“I believe that no one can develop hardware with the

high level of precision at 0.1 micron […]. Machines con-

sist of many components and each component has its

standard tolerances and errors. The hardware group

tries to meet the software group's requirements but it

hit the hardware group's ceiling.”

As the two groups had different knowledge backgrounds and speciali-

sations, they tended to perceive the same phenomena in the develop-

ment and manufacture of the scanners differently. For instance, there

were differences between the two groups in ways of understanding

and conceptualising the setting of an X-ray detector system and the

turning of a gantry in relation to a detector.

“The two groups have different perspectives about the

setting of the X-ray detector system and the quality of

X-ray photographs. The software group perceives and

wants to get some things but we [the hardware group

members] do not understand why these things must

be like the software group's requirements. For exam-

ple, we want to set a gantry of a detector away from a

patient's shoulders to avoid it crashing into the

patient's shoulders, while the software group wants to

set the gantry close to a patient's face to take clear
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patients' oral cavity photographs as the theory of

image processing requires.”

Thus, in some instances, such as a difference of views over setting the

parameters for the image resolution, neither side could really compre-

hend the other's perspective. Consequently, tension, conflicts, and dif-

ficulties in collaboration between different knowledge communities

occurred. Moreover, due to the lack of a full understanding and

awareness of how each group work, the two groups tended to per-

ceive and project their tasks as more difficult than those undertaken

by the other group.

To reconcile discrepancies in interpretations and understandings

between the two groups at an interpretative boundary, boundary

interactions were main processes involved. Boundary interactions, in

this case, mainly covered face-to-face meetings, working together in

the same place such as a laboratory, and training. Boundary interac-

tions offered opportunities to the groups to share, discuss, fine tune,

and learn differences and dependencies in knowledge and tasks

between them through the metaphor of “let's do it together.” This

helped to develop common interpretations and understandings as well

as to form acceptable points for coordination. A participant from the

software project, for example, talked about the advantage of working

together in the same place to gain a better understanding:

“I think, it is going better because of working together

in the same place, especially in the lab. Everyone has

to come in and work in the lab. If we work in the same

place, it works because we can talk with the other pro-

ject members and understand tasks better. It does not

work for working separately and integrating later

because something has to talk together too much”

The other important mechanism to bridge discrepancies in interpreta-

tions and understandings between the two groups at an interpretative

boundary were boundary brokers. The project director was perceived

as the most influential actor in the project: a project manager said that

“there are not any other strong points in this project besides the pro-

ject director [smiles]”. The project director pulled together human

resources from different groups to conduct this project. He facilitated

and coordinated collaboration between the two groups, as well as

between the project members and external actors. He handled meet-

ings to offer opportunities to project members to share knowledge

and viewpoints as well as to discuss unclear points for developing

common understandings in coordination. He developed and main-

tained the environment of collaboration and a sense of commitment

between groups. He was able to enter into discussions between

groups by offering ideas to promote knowledge sharing and learning,

develop common understandings, encourage coordination, and facili-

tate problem-solving.

Moreover, the hardware and software project managers acted as

knowledge brokers between the two groups to facilitate knowledge

sharing and learning as well as the development of mutual under-

standings between the two groups. They developed and maintained

awareness and the environment for collaboration between the two

groups. For instance, the hardware project manager reconciled the

attitudes and criticisms of the hardware group about the software

group to manage the relationships between the two groups.

“Some members of my group [the hardware group] cri-

ticised the software group that the software group

should do like this or that, it was very easy. But I told

them that it looked easy for us because we did not do

it and we were outsiders […]. I had to explain to my

members and make them understand that what the

software group made may look easy in our eyes but

the software group had to fix many things to reach our

requirements”

Information-processing boundaries arose as well, requiring the

exchange of photographs and documentation to explain issues arising

during the development process. For instance, the hardware group

sent photographs of machine simulation and drawings of a gantry

between an X-ray source and a detector to the other project members

through e-mail and instant messaging to present the progress of hard-

ware development.

3.3.3 | Testing and implementation

At the final stage, scanner testing and implementation, political

boundaries were again stronger because project members had to col-

laborate with external actors belonging to different knowledge com-

munities, with diverse agendas, such as the medical staff who would

be using the scanners. New requirements from physicians required

changes in the project specification which led to the transformation

of knowledge, skills, and practices of project members.

“Doctors requested us to reduce image-processing

time of the project DR scanner from 19 to 5 s. They

also asked us to connect the scanner to the Picture

Archiving and Communication System of a hospital.

This system was a new thing for us […]. We had to

research and develop new algorithms and techniques

to reduce image-processing time of our scanner. Also,

we had to find out ways to connect the scanner to the

hospital's system.”

Innovations introduced by another scanner manufacturer were the

major sources of novelty. This required changes in knowledge, prac-

tices, and agendas to meet customers' requirements and to compete

with a commercial scanner manufacturer.

“We were satisfied with the creation of image resolu-

tion at 0.4 mm […]. However, in the real world many

big hospitals used the [import] dental CT scanners […]

which created high-resolution images at 0.25 mm. The
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issue occurred when doctors at the [Named University

Hospital] compared the performance of the project

scanner with the [named Company]. Then, they com-

plained that the project scanner generated blurred

photographs, there was much noise on the photo-

graphs and the view sizes of photographs were small

[…]. After receiving the complaints, […] we stopped

creating low-resolution images at 0.4 mm and started

to create high-resolution images at 0.2 mm. We tried

to answer the doctors' requirements. Those complaints

were motivations.”

As this research project was being conducted in a governmental

research organisation, the requirements of stakeholders from various

parties also affected the development and trajectory of the project. For

instance, one external funding agency asked the project team for further

adaptations in the scanners as part of setting subsidies for the project.

There were three main boundary objects (Star & Griesemer, 1989)

facilitating knowledge transformation among project members and

between the project members and external actors at boundaries during

this stage: scanners; X-ray photographs; and project Gantt charts. For

example, the scanners themselves and X-ray photographs were co-

developed and used by the hardware and software groups in the

course of their interaction and collaboration. They helped to clarify dif-

ferences and dependencies in knowledge and tasks that existed

between the two groups.

Common goals, teamwork, and project members' willingness to

change had positive effects on knowledge transformation at a political

boundary and provided a focus for action.

“We [the hardware and software groups] are like part-

ners, so we go towards a goal together. We are bound

together. We have the same goal. That is, Hey! Brother

[referring to the hardware project manager], why it is

slow, something like that. When problems occur, we

will help each other to solve the problems together.”

This was reinforced by Thai cultural traits-“Kreng jai”-of expectations

of social compromise and harmony, which helped to reduce conflicts

between actors at a political boundary.

4 | DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The findings from this study further extend understanding of the

dynamic and complex character of knowledge boundaries, demon-

strating that they evolve throughout project development and exhibit

different intensities at different stages of the project. The multiple

experiences and perspectives held by different participating actors

bring a kaleidoscopic effect that expands the complexity of situations.

The study depicts the complex nature and construction of knowledge

boundaries as well as the diverse boundary-spanning mechanisms for

bridging them at different stages of a project.

The findings suggest that knowledge boundaries tend to evolve

and change throughout the project life cycle and exhibit different

intensities, depending on the work that has to be undertaken, as well

as on changes in the context and on the interactions between differ-

ent communities. In this study, at the first stage of the project, plan-

ning and design, political boundaries were strong because novelties in

the areas of the scanner development affected pre-existing knowl-

edge of project members. This meant that to participate in the project,

its members had to change their interests, practices, and related

knowledge, to respond to novelties required for scanner design.

In the second stage, scanner development and manufacture,

interpretative boundaries were common and these can sometimes

transmute to political boundaries. This is because the ways of think-

ing, requirements, and practices of one group about the quality of

X-ray photographs, for example, might affect research practices and

agendas of the other group. Consequently, one group may need to

transform its competencies, practices, and agendas to meet the

requirements of the other for collaboration. Two main mechanisms to

overcome interpretative boundaries were boundary interactions and

boundary brokers. Boundary interactions or the co engagements of

different groups in collective activities helped to overcome interpreta-

tive boundaries by offering opportunities to the groups to identify, to

share, and to learn differences and dependencies in knowledge and

tasks with the other group. This helped to develop common interpre-

tations and understandings to form acceptable points for coordina-

tion. Boundary interactions, in this case, mainly covered face-to-face

meetings, working together in the same place such as a laboratory,

and training. Boundary brokers were the second main mechanism to

overcome interpretative boundaries. Boundary brokers, in this case,

were the project director and the hardware and software project man-

agers. They facilitated collaborations between the different groups by

working in different roles as coordinators, facilitators, representatives,

and translators, developing common understandings in coordination.

In the final stage, scanner testing and implementation, political

boundaries manifested themselves more strongly because project

members needed to interact with external actors with additional

requirements. For example, in this case, new requirements by medical

practitioners about the scanners properties and the innovations intro-

duced by another scanner manufacturer required the re-negotiation

and adaptation of work practices and of related knowledge to improve

the scanners to meet the end users requirements Boundary objects

facilitated communication, interaction, and knowledge transformation

among the project members and between the project members and

external actors at a political boundary. In this study, there were three

main boundary objects: CT and DR scanners; X-ray photographs; and

project Gantt charts. These boundary objects were co-developed and

used by members of the groups in the course of their interaction and

collaboration. They were shared and shareable across different groups

and contexts. Furthermore, common goals, teamwork, and willingness

to change by project members had positive effects on knowledge

transformation at a political boundary. Having a common goal facili-

tated cross-community collaboration and helped to overcome political

boundaries. This was because a common goal was regarded as a focus
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and a direction for the different groups in the project. Although the

two groups took on different responsibilities and had different goals in

their groups, they had dependencies on knowledge and tasks to reach

a common goal of the project together.

The framework below presents the complexities and dynamics of

knowledge boundaries and processes that emerged from the study

and highlights the evolution of the relative intensity of knowledge

boundaries across the different project stages (Figure 1).

The other findings from the study reinforce the sense that cross-

community collaboration and knowledge management are more com-

plex than often thought, in three ways. Firstly, the same context can be

experienced as a different type of boundary by different actors. This

depends on the knowledge that individuals have about a phenomenon,

how they are affected by it, and the extent of changes that they feel

the phenomenon requires. For instance, participants who had differ-

ences in type and level of knowledge relating to the project experi-

enced joining as involving different types of knowledge boundaries.

This required different investment and agency in spanning boundaries.

Similar cases were observed by Lifshitz-Assaf (2018) at NASA.

Secondly, knowledge boundaries not only occur because of dif-

ferences in knowledge between members from different communities,

as other studies suggest (Carlile, 2002, 2004; Edenius et al., 2010;

Kotlarsky et al., 2015; Maaninen-Olsson et al., 2008), but as impor-

tantly, because of the lack of awareness of these differences and of

the knowledge dependencies associated with them. In this study, it

was seen that often friction at boundaries was exacerbated by the

two groups failing to recognise how each other's perspectives were

so different. As noted by Edmondson and Harvey (2018), members of

different disciplinary and professional communities often take their

frames of understanding, norms, and values for granted and bring

implicit assumptions to collaboration based on them. This study dem-

onstrates that the lack of awareness of these assumptions gives rise

to knowledge boundaries. Working across boundaries implies the re-

examination of these perceptions and assumptions.

Thirdly, the findings point to the role of context in shaping cross-

community collaboration, in the formation of different boundaries, as

well as in the choice of boundary spanning mechanisms used to bridge

them. In this study, the hybrid nature of a public research organisation

was seen to introduce particular tensions and challenges in the opera-

tion of the organisation. This meant that it had to be prepared to

change research practices, agendas, and related knowledge. Further-

more, the study suggests that fundamental forms of organisational

structure and culture shape how boundaries are perceived and han-

dled. Previous research suggests that hierarchical organisational struc-

tures have negative impacts on knowledge management and sharing

practices (Seba & Rowley, 2010), dealing therefore less effectively

with fluid boundaries (Kellogg et al., 2006). However, in this case,

bureaucratic cultures in hierarchical organisational structures were

perceived to have a positive impact on cross-community collaboration

and knowledge management. In a hierarchy, the authority, responsibil-

ities, and job functions of each member are clearly specified and allo-

cated (Heathfield, 2016). Consequently, in this study, no one seemed

to be confused about differences and dependencies among project

members. Communication paths were generally clear. The expert and

managerial power of the project director, who was at the top of the

pyramid of the project, was used to bridge gaps between different

knowledge communities in different types of knowledge boundaries.

This could, nevertheless, be interpreted as a shortcut to a deeper

engagement and interaction across the research teams which, as

noted by Edmondson and Harvey (2018), are required to resolve dif-

ferences in perspective and in agenda. Moreover, wider contextual

factors such as cultural traits seemed to have an impact on how

knowledge boundaries are handled. In this case, Thai expectations of

social compromise and harmony- “Kreng jai” -helped to reduce con-

flicts between actors at a political boundary. Such findings suggest

strongly that context plays a crucial role in managing knowledge and

collaboration across boundaries.

The dynamic nature of boundaries and the change of emphasis in

different boundaries throughout the project life cycle lead to an ele-

ment of circularity, rather than linearity, in how project members

experience and navigate them. The framework proposed here takes

into account the critical features of blurring, simultaneity, and

F IGURE 1 Complexity and evolution of knowledge boundaries
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overlapping of boundaries. It recognises that sometimes the categori-

sation of knowledge boundaries is not easily made because different

actors face the same phenomenon but perceive them as different

types of knowledge boundaries. Further, the nature, dynamics, and

complexities of knowledge boundaries and of boundary spanning pro-

cesses that bridge them are informed and shaped by tensions and

challenges arising from the hybrid nature of these organisations.

This study emphasises the importance of context to the develop-

ment and management of boundaries. It suggests that the hybrid

nature of public research organisations introduces challenges in rela-

tion to the occurrence of knowledge boundaries, especially political

boundaries, for such organisations have to maintain a balance in the

relationship between different stakeholders and be accountable to

public policy requirements, while also operating in a market. They

need to respond to the various requirements of government and

external agencies both in the private and public sectors to obtain

funding and resources for their work. New requirements of stake-

holders require that project members revise and re-think their knowl-

edge and practices. It has also been seen that the characteristics of

the organisation influence boundary management. Bureaucratic cul-

tures within the hierarchical structures of a public-sector organisation,

the power of individual boundary brokers in hierarchical organisa-

tional structures, and cultural traits favouring social harmony in orga-

nisational culture, all emerge as significant aspects of how boundaries

occur and are managed. Thus, the theorisation of boundaries and the

three-tier model needs to be considered in a much wider context.

The findings have practical implications for organisational actors

who are involved in interdisciplinary work. They need to be aware of

the complex nature of boundaries, the different types of knowledge

boundaries and knowledge processes, and how they are experienced

differently by other co-workers, to manage knowledge across them.

This will enable them to create more effective mechanisms to encour-

age sharing and learning about diversity among staff to increase rec-

ognition of the differences in knowledge and perspectives among

them. As an aspect of this, managers should examine their own

agency and authority for managing and organising cross-community

collaboration. They should look at organisational processes to support

and encourage cross-community collaboration and knowledge man-

agement. Finally, they should foster conditions for collaborators to

recognise the complexities and challenges of cross-community work.
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